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About This Game

The anime girls have been censored!

Only you have the power to free them! But Dad's watching you...

One wrong move, and you're BUSTED!

-- -- --

From your bedroom, launch anime boobs at the censor blocks on your computer to break them away and reveal the girls trapped
underneath! But stay alert for the slightest signs of movement in the room - someone's just around the corner waiting to bust

you!

Switch between tabs on the in-game computer to make sure you're looking at work when Dad's in the room! You're safe if your
monitor is showing a text document or harmless art drawing, but...

if Dad catches you looking at anime girls on the computer, it's all over!

He pops up in the most unexpected locations... Dodge Dad's stare of doom and fully clear the censors on each image, and you'll
get to save that image in your gallery - as long as you don't get BUSTED later in the week!

Can you make it through five increasingly difficult days?
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Do you save your winnings and walk away on Day 2, or risk everything and push for the final day?

And will you free the busty anime girls, or get BUSTED yourself?!

-- -- --

BUSTED! is a frantic, semi-roguelike fusion of survival and clicker that'll have you on the edge of your seat as you try to
collect all the anime illustrations - and outsmart Dad!
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Publisher:
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Basically if Fruitbat Factory releases any DLC for Orange Juice I'll buy it. I have no clue who either of these two are really, but
me and my girlfriend recently started playing 200% Orange Juice and met the "Mira" character on a roof. We both said "Woah
she\/he looks cool! Why aren't they in Orange Juice?" This was literally yesterday mind you. Now they are playable one day
later. This isn't a real review I'm sorry. If you like Orange Juice and feel like supporting the creators, buy the dlc.. First off, I
LOVE this game!
Having read the Bible for years, seeing these characters come to life like this has been simply amazing. Never thought I would
see a game like this that was this good.

Pros- The art design is great, audio and music excellent.
Combat can be as fun or as boring as you make it. Plenty of skills and tactics to make things interesting. For me it was fun,
slamming enemies into the ground-kicking them across the screen, though it would be simple enough to just click through the
levels boringly.
Tons of loot, varying styles of armor and weapons keep things interesting and item stats help to shape character builds.
The Old Testament setting is my favorite aspect of the game to be honest.

Cons- Biggest would be bugs. Haven't hit to many, but they are there. But then again I have seen some pretty massive AAA
games with more bugs (Here is looking at you Fallout 4).
I would like more interesting things to buy with my Shekels, I am fairly far in and haven't seen anything worth buying. Just been
donating to the beggars...
Combat skills are hit and miss. There are some really cool ones, but I think they needed more balancing. One skill in a tier can
be far more powerful that another skill for no apparent reason whatsoever. Plenty of good ones to choose from though.

Summary- If you like ARPGs and want a unique setting, its an easy sell. Also if you have any interest in the Bible and Old
Testament times, I highly recommend.
If you are wanting the next big thing this may not be it. Also, while the game is definitely not preachy it is about the Bible. So if
you have no interest in that it may not be for you.
So basically, as an ARPG game it has a good many merits and some flaws. As a game set in Biblical times it is the absolute best
I have ever seen.
. AWESOME war game ( early Middle Age in East Europe ) , great RTS : long campaing, random maps , random battles ,
several battle types , sevaral factions .... not wasted money . Magnific interface and options .. I would recomend this game to any
who like FPS and\/or Towerdefence, it captures both aspects very well and cordinates it into what we see. 8\/10. Honestly an
enjoyable game, albeit a bit short. Took roughly 6 hours to beat it, and I was by no means rushing to finish it, just went at a
steady pace. For the current price tag ($12.99) I would say eh, maybe wait till it is on sale as it is a bit short. There are other
games (antichamber), (the witness) that get you a little more bang for your buck, but this game is good none the less.. Never
have I ever seen such beauty, about a man sh*tting on people.. Two of my favorite things are my steering wheel and my
Remington rifle. NASCAR 4ever. All the criticisms aimed at this game are mostly justified. Nonetheless, it IS cute, and, while
the randomness of the summoning can mean the difference between winning and losing, it is a fun way to while away a few
minutes.
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Helltown is an indie gem. It's not without faults, but it keeps the spirit of creative indie games alive, and delivers a really
unexpected experience. Sadly, Helltown is very very short.

It starts out great, you are introduced to a town, which just seems a little too nice. There are people chatting about some shady
guy, there is a mysterious cabin, some runes, a weird posts. This builds tension really well. It's clear something bad is about to
happen, and well... that's exactly what happens.
Unfortunately, the game promises too much and doesn't deliver.

Spoilers below.

Monsters appear, creepy stuff is everywhere, the town becomes a terrifying nightmare.
The atmosphere and sound design is amazing. The surreal feeling of the town is quite terrifying, Sadly, the enemies are just too
goofy, and since you can see them in light, they simply aren't scary. The same goes for their terrible animations, which feel like
someone's first time animating with Blender.
Unfortunately, while horror does happen, the story deflates. The mystery is shattered, because the story is too simple. There is
no interesting element or surprising revelations or twisted realisations. There is no theme or message, or at least not one I could
find. However the word "unexpected" is warranted, because the apparent joke ending is surprisingly the most important ending,
that actually explains the plot, sucking even more mystery out of the already shallow narrative.

I wish there was a little more effort put into the story, because the game started so strong and interesting. I though, we would get
to know the people or uncover their mystery, like in some Lovecraftian tale. I was expecting something like Pathologic, but the
game ended too soon.. Its pretty good.. Game is awesome! There are still but's in the game. However overall it's fun to be chased
after while trying to solve your objective. Hope this game get's an update soon!. Controlls are terrible. There are many bugs like
: when i tried to wallrun it gliched me into the wall. I want a refund. And again THE GAME IS♥♥♥♥♥♥. this game is terrible,
you cant even smoke weed or win in it.
420/10. First thing you need to know about this game is this.... there are no porn in this game.

This is a development simulation game that based on a porn production studio.
So this is more of a time managment, money managment and number jugglying game.

There are many girls in it but there are no real sex scene unless you consider coffee table shaking as sex scene.

Despite the lack of the fan service. So far in it's incomplete status it's still a playable and quite well planned out game.

The graphics are quite good and music is fine. The song effect of porn shooting is excellent voiced but without climax and
variety. So if you play long enough you can get annoyed.

The in game tutorial is quite well done but not extensive enough. I would really have a expaination on how the various button
and slide bar do on your video recorder. Website management and video uploading is another thing that I couldn't figure out.

Still a lot work needed for this game and so far it's a bit too repetitive once you pass the first 10 weeks.

Achievments are working but most of them doesn't seems to be working with the lowest difficulty that I was playing.

Will come back to this game once it's further improved.

so far 7/10.. nothing more nothing less but keep up the good work developers!. This game is so short, it's not even worth 5
bucks.
You can beat the whole game in less than an hour.
The game is repetitive and has very little replay value.
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